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Duke Ellington strove to keep his music fresh (and his band together) through some hard economic times for big bands. In the 1960’s recordings of big bands were becoming fewer, making touring even more vital to a band’s survival. So, when Duke’s contract with Columbia Records expired, he signed with Sinatra’s Reprise label as an artist and an A&R representative. Though, the association only lasted a few years, this did allow Duke to experiment with some different concepts. One of the recordings from this period that did receive some acclaim is Afro-Bossa. This recording contains a few Essentially Ellington favorites such as Purple Gazelle, Pyramid, and now, Bonga. Afro-Bossa does not pretend to be a recording of Bossa Nova music. It instead embraces the richness of African-American music (i.e., the Blues) and the driving rhythm that propels the music of the Latin Americas. Though Bonga is not heavily scored, the underlying groove of the rhythm section generates an excitement from beginning to end. As with all approaches to rehearsing this music, begin by listening and asking leading questions of your students to bring this (and any other concepts that you will stress) to their attention. Listen not only to Bonga but also to the entire recording of Afro-Bossa. For our purposes, let’s start by listening to the rhythm section.

Rhythm Section

When listening to Bonga you (and your students) will notice consistent, driving bass line and the driving quarter note cross-stick. When young students play there is often a hurry to move on to something else. “I’ve played this part long enough; I should do something different,” they often think. However, have them take note of how long the bass and drums stick to one consistent pattern. This is extremely crucial to all music that is referred to as non-developmental or static. The energy is created through layered rhythms.
that fit together to create a groove. Check out recordings of Brazilian or Afro-Cuban music and you will notice the same thing. Next, take note of the bell pattern on the cymbal. The rhythm is written simply as eighth notes and sixteenth notes:

![Drums and Bell Pattern]

Listen carefully to the articulation of the rhythm. That is where the feel is created:

![Rhythm Articulation]

Though on this recording the bassist and drummer are primarily responsible for creating this groove, other percussionists or even guitarists are not excluded from participating. The key will be for all players to find a part of the groove and stick with it. The pianist, on the other hand, should take cues from Duke and answer or dialogue with the other sections or melody. The piano part does not have to be treated literally; instead comp where it feels natural in order to dialogue with the ensemble. The pianist must be careful not to overplay because there is dialogue already written into the ensemble.

**Ensemble**

Ellington often made use of what we call the “pep” section. This is a small cross-section of horns, usually trio (often brass, but not exclusively), who plays a melodic section or soli together. He would often use this section like a trio section in a march to set up the climax of the arrangement, as in “Flaming Sword”, for example. Here, though, Ellington uses the pep section (made up of 2 trumpets and a trombone) to carry the melody while the saxophones play a unison ostinato line followed by chords that dialogue with that melody. The effect that is achieved when balanced properly is three distinct parts (pep, unison and chords) created by relatively few instruments. The articulation, phrasing and style of the
FESP section should be established by the lead player (in this case, trumpet 4) and the other two players match and balance to him. Though this is a simple whole-note/half-note melody, it must still have energy. Be sure that your students listen to the recordings to hear proper examples and then try to create that excitement without the mutes. Then, have them add the mutes to help create the effect.

The reeds have the task of creating two parts at letter A, the ostinato and the chordal answer to the melody. Balance and approach to sound will be crucial in making each part sound distinctive. Listen closely to the Ellington recording to hear the balance as the section plays the triplet part of the ostinato while a solo saxophone plays the 16th note answer. Also, listen for the difference in sound on the chordal answer in the 4th measure of the phrase. Notice the use of vibrato, the full sound and the laid back effect, giving the chordal answer a completely different sound.

Though letter D appears very simple, there are again several layers to the sound and these simple things are quite important and powerful. Duke is masterful at writing dialogue into his music. The first obvious dialogue here is between the saxophones’ chord answered by the solo trombone note. The saxophones should play the chord with a lot of front to the sound, i.e. nice strong attack without playing the sustained sound very loud. The trombone sound is then a full “wah” sound in deep contrast to the saxophones. Consider creating some type of movement on the sustained note for even more intensity as in the example below:
What might not be as obvious is that the brass improvisations also dialogue with the saxophones’ chord, not with the clarinet solo. The clarinet has the freedom to play over the top of everything else. When rehearsing this section, try it first without the clarinet solo so that the players can get use to make the dialogue happen then go back and add the solo on top. Again, these are all simple parts, but if they are balanced properly and groove with the rhythm section, the music comes to life.

Improvisation

As stated earlier, the language that Ellington continues to explore on Afro-Bossa embraces the Blues. The form of “Bonga” at letter D is simply a 24 bar Blues (a slower harmonic rhythm) while letter A is this same long form Blues with an extension. The clarinet solo and the trumpet and trombone fills are drenched in the blues. This does not mean simply playing the blues scale, but the feeling, phrasing, articulation and approach to time are all informed by the blues. One way of practicing this might be to have your students come up with several short bluesy melodies (through transcribing or writing their own). These should be no longer than two measures in length, such as the following example:

Now, have them try playing that idea starting at different places within the measure or stretching the rhythm but still ending in or near the same place:

This simple practice can help the student break away from playing everything metered and help him more freely play over the time. Next, have them start to add inflections (scoops, bends, growls, etc.) to create emotion. Remember that the blues is what gives jazz music its heart and soul. Be careful, however, not to over do it!
PERSONALIZATION

Now that the basic components are in place, it’s time to make this chart your own. This could mean opening the form for solos, creating your own introduction or finding a way to feature your percussionists. You know the strengths of your band, so it is up to you to figure out what will work for you. The form of the arrangement is a simple head-solo-head format. So, accommodating several soloists is an easy way to show off your players. Letter D to letter G can be repeated for multiple soloists. Remember that the backgrounds don’t have to be used for each soloist. If you do decide to open it up, be sure to plan for your climax coming out of the solos; the chart still needs to have direction.

Anything done for an introduction should still fit in the character of the music and set up the melody. If you have a great bass player, for example, it may work well to set this up with a bass solo that leads into the bass line of the tune. A percussion section soli could also work as an introduction or before the last statement of the melody.

Another option may be finding a way to feature your pep section. There could be something that they could come up with to play as a soli. This could be done at the top of the chart or in the middle before or after solos. The point is that you as an ensemble have fun with this music and find a way to show your personality through the music. Just remember it is important to keep it bluesy and drive the feel of the rhythm throughout.

I hope that these suggestions are helpful and I look forward to seeing you in New York! Good luck!